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Hello. I am Dr. George Andrews, corporate
chief of quality for Humana’s health
guidance organization. Thank you for
joining me today as I discuss how Humana
is expanding our focus on quality of care.
We are always looking for new ways to
improve the health and wellness of our
members, and our expansion brings
exciting new opportunities to ensure that
our members – your patients – get the
services they need. We value the care you
give our members and are committed to
offering you the tools and support you
need so we can achieve our common
quality goals.
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So, what does quality look like at Humana?
In this video, I’ll cover three main topics:
our enhanced quality nurse program,
provider tools and member outreach.
First, the quality nurse program.
For many years, our quality nurses have
worked with practices to promote
preventive services, improve HEDIS scores
and increase medication compliance.
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This year, we’re enhancing the program by
assigning specific nurses to specific
practices, allowing them to better
understand your practice and its specific
needs. Your quality nurse will be your
primary clinical point of contact with
Humana and will be able to bring other
Humana expertise to bear as needed. He or
she is on Humana’s payroll, but definitely
dedicated to assisting you.

Dr. Andrews (video)

Next, provider tools.
I practiced in a clinical setting for 18 years,
so I recognize the vast amount of
information that flows to and through your
practice. Our goal is not to add to that
information, but to help you make it all add
up.

Star Quality Reports

For example, you already know what
preventive services patients need at
specific ages. Our Star Quality Reports
highlight specific patients who have not yet
received those services.
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Member Summary report

Even better, we will soon roll out a new
Member Summary report that you can
attach to each Humana-covered patient’s
chart. I’m really excited about this tool
because it brings together current,
actionable information in a single report.
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During office visits, you’ll be able to quickly
review needed services, current
prescriptions, recent hospitalizations and
more, letting you make the most of your
and your patient’s time.

Physician rewards report

But we’re doing more than just promoting
quality. We’re also rewarding it. Our Star
Rewards and Model Practice Rewards
programs offer financial incentives for
achieving goals on key quality metrics,
while our Medical Home program goes
further by rewarding engagement with
Humana’s clinical programs. Your quality
nurse can provide more information about
these programs.
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Finally, member outreach.
We all know that individuals need to hear
health promotion messages several times
before taking action.

Slide from Quality Nurse video

We’re using email and outbound phone
calls to remind our members of specific
services they need and even help them
schedule appointments. We want your
patients to seek you out when they need
specific services – and for you to be ready
when they arrive.
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The key is collaboration. By working
together, we’ll all perform better, and the
people we serve will enjoy greater
opportunities for wellness. And that, of
course, is the most important goal we
share.
Thank you.
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